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Gartner predicts that every dollar invested in digital business innovation through to the end of 
2020 will require enterprises to spend at least three times that to continuously modernize the 
legacy application portfolio.  

DXterity enables and accelerates digital transformation with its main focus on application and data 

modernization. Our intellectual property, an Application Development platform provides 

standardization for application developers; helping companies develop consistent & cost-effective 

applications for the digital application ecosystem, at the speed of business. 

Introduction 

In today's digital economy, composite applications must be developed and integrated faster than ever - 

by bringing together diverse, distributed components - owned and built by multiple teams. A typical 

application includes many connected components such as services, integration layers, legacy systems, 

databases and third-party SaaS or Cloud-based services. 

While individual release cycles for these components are becoming shorter, the rate of change and 

overall complexity of the software lifecycle has increased. This creates new pressures that are not 

addressed by existing application development processes: 

• Increased labor costs

• Deadlines are missed or less functionality is delivered

• Poor application reliability and failures in production

• Costs of complex environments for development and testing are becoming prohibitive

• Changing workforce causing a loss of development knowledge and delays

The end results? Increasingly bloated project timelines and blown IT budgets.  

There are four primary challenges causing these pressures on the software lifecycle: 

• Constraints of unavailable systems that are outside of a team's control

• Exploding manual labor costs, especially in development and testing cycles

• The increasing complexity of today's highly interconnected software architectures

• High rate of change that increases the risk of failure

Most enterprises require hundreds if not thousands of applications, which drive or support revenue in 

the digital economy.  These applications are either “legacy” applications developed, maintained, or 

updated before the digital age or new applications that need to be developed, maintained, and updated 

to keep up with the digital age.  Both are developed with one goal for the company; make the 

company’s number one asset (data) available to enhance a client’s experience, streamline business 

processes, and grow revenue. 

https://www.gartner.com/technology/research/digital-business/
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Application Framework Defined 

The software development lifecycle for these applications starts by defining the software architecture 

and application framework to be used for development and create a common enterprise data model for 

developers to build upon. 

Application developers are developing/maintaining/updating applications on frameworks that are 

inefficient for today’s digital economy demand.  These inefficient frameworks leave valuable company 

data isolated, inconsistent, and labor intensive to develop against.  

An application framework acts as a foundation to supply the structure and templates for constructing an 

application. By using object-oriented techniques while implementing the framework, pre-existing 

objects can be used to build the applications easily. Advantages of using application frameworks are: 

• The componentization of the framework allows developers to use it in a piece-by-piece

fashion. This results in better allocation of developers based on their expertise, reduction in

errors, and a lower cost of development

• Code and design reusability will optimize the usage of tested components, increasing quality

• Extensibility for customizing the framework to implement business requirements

• Simplicity is achieved by the encapsulation feature, which helps control components access

and provide data security

• Better code maintenance because all the base code is standardized and consistent

• In addition to the code, the predefined interactions between different classes form a

template to reduce the development effort. This provides a better beginning for software

development and aids in rapid application development/maintenance/upgrades

Application architecture frameworks are designed to model how the data will flow within an 

organization or software product to deliver a solution for a business requirement.  Each model is 

designed to optimize the flow of data for a specific data type.  Each model requires software 

developers to perform 5 sets of tasks which make up their work activity: 

• Requirements: ~20%

• Analysis and Design: ~20%

• Construction: ~30%

• System Testing: ~20%

• Implementation: ~10%
Any delays or changes in a category will increase costs and delay time to market for an organization. 

% of time is based on industry averages & all 

projects/companies will differ according to their needs.
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DXterity8’s Differentiation 

A services delivery approach combined with our intellectual property sets us apart in the application 

modernization arena. Our model-first consulting expertise paired with our application development 

platform (DXterity8) is evolving the traditional methods of software construction. Today, our team 

delivers complete modern solutions. In the future, we will license our IP (DXterity8) as a commercial 

Application Development Platform and Platform as a Service.  

DXterity8 is evolving the traditional approach to software construction. Our unique development 

platform enables us to offer significant value to clients by accelerating speed to market, with less effort 

and more control.  The output creates a standardized and consistent framework that enables developers 

to develop/maintain/update applications (both legacy & new) at the speed of business in the digital age. 

How does it work?  

Legacy Applications: 

After understanding our client’s needs through our business analysis process, our services team using 

DXterity8 platform replaces a legacy application by consuming the data model or connecting directly to 

the data source of a legacy application and then constructing an entirely new application that includes 

core source code (including many business rules generated directly from the data model), web API, web 

UI, unit testing, documentation, solution files, libraries, logic tiers and abstracted data model. Prior to 

ingesting the data model, DXterity8 performs database analysis.  Provided the data model meets 
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minimum quality standards, the data model is ingested and the legacy application is fully re-developed, 

not converted, into a modern .NET standard, .NET core or Java solution within minutes.  

The software architecture of the generated app is exceptional creating a highly efficient app often 

combined with an improved and more efficient data source. For instance, fixing deficiencies in a data 

model, upgrading to new versions of the data base or converting from one data base to another (e.g. 

SQL to Oracle) are made simple and easy. Not only are data bases converted, but they are also 

transformed; meaning that data bases are made relational, normalized, more efficient, conventions and 

standards are updated and new functionality can be added.  

The construction of the re-written app is performed in an agile process using a microservices approach. 

Updates to the data model, as often happens during initial development or during maintenance and 

support, requires a quick regeneration of the app from the updated data model.  The regeneration 

process keeps the app and the data source in synch; during which time any extended custom code is 

saved and not lost.  Extended custom code might be special business rules, override properties, 

enhancements, computed values, etc.   

By starting with the data model, the new application is quickly constructed in parallel, at no risk to the 

currently running legacy application and can either perform a rolling cutover utilizing a microservices 

approach or perform an in-place cutover. The power of our platform further mitigates risk through 

massive time and cost savings, as well as stability of solution. Our generated code, using industry 

standards, patterns and best practices, avoids the inherent bugs that come with traditional hand coded 

solutions. 

In the industry, custom coding has a cost between $7.50 and $50 for every line of code and Industry 

statistics show there will be 32 bugs for each 1000 lines of handwritten code. 

Owners of Legacy Applications are often trapped not being able to find qualified developers for outdated 

software languages, having to pay large premiums to developers that are qualified in outdated languages 

and, at times, carrying large hosting fees. 

Application API Creation: 

In addition to redeveloping legacy applications, our development platform technology automatically 

builds enterprise API layers in minutes; fully completed implementations of Rest, OData and GraphQL 

from traditional RDBMS platforms like Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL and SQL Server.  In our increasingly 

interconnected world, the large number of APIs necessary to maintain and to improve connectivity is a 

massive software development challenge. Every delay in connecting business applications results in lost 

business opportunities and lower profitability. The quick pace of business demands faster construction 

of connections between aging applications, databases and new applications.  Disparate databases, 

legacy systems and cloud services can be easily integrated to extend and create new business value 

through our unrivaled API generation and microservices capabilities.  Deployed on premise or in 

containerized platforms, our technology builds a new layer or interface around existing applications that 

integrates data across multiple platforms. The rapidly generated APIs facilitate workload mobility 

allowing the necessary data to be consumed in the cloud, as well as to connect to other applications. 

New Applications: 

After understanding our client’s needs through our business analysis process, our services team using 

DXterity8 platform produces a new application by modeling the data source in an abstracted model or 

consuming an existing data model and then constructing an entire scalable enterprise application that 
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includes core source code, web API, web UI, unit testing, documentation, solution files, libraries, logic 

tiers and abstracted data model. The data model is ingested and the new application is generated as a 

.NET standard, .NET core or Java solution within minutes. 

The software architecture of the generated enterprise app is exceptional creating a highly efficient app 

that is simple and easy to maintain, support and enhance, as described below in the Developer Freedom 

for Maintenance and Support section. The construction of the generated app is performed in an agile 

process using microservices. Updates to the data model, as often happens during initial development or 

during maintenance and support, requires a quick regeneration of the app from the updated data 

model.  The regeneration process keeps the app and the data source in synch; during which time any 

extended custom code is saved and not lost.  Extended custom code might be special business rules, 

override properties, enhancements, computed values, etc.   

Our generated code, using industry standards, patterns and best practices, avoids the inherent bugs that 

come with traditional hand coded solutions. 

In typical development, late specification changes have a negative ripple effect on a delivery schedule, and 

Software anti-patterns emerge in over 95% of custom enterprise development efforts. 

Developer Freedom for Maintenance and Support – No Dependency: 

Once the new application is in place, new greenfield or re-written legacy application, current and future 

developers have an application written with consistent, well organized and standardized architecture; 

making maintenance, support, updates and enhancements simple and easy for developers.  Since the 
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code is fully accessible, the developer has the freedom to use any tool they desire to provide 

maintenance and support.  There is no dependency on DXterity8.   

However, when DXterity8 is utilized long term, the code and the data model are kept in synch through a 

re-compilation of the code whenever changes are made to the data model. All extended custom code is 

saved, not lost, during every re-compilation of the code.  In addition: 

• Future upgrades to the data source are easily accomplished.  New versions of the data base or

converting from one data base to another (e.g. SQL to Oracle) are performed quickly. Not only

are data bases converted, but they are also transformed; meaning that data bases are made

fully relational, normalized, more efficient, conventions and standards are updated and new

functionality can be added

• DXterity8 can update the enterprise application with any new standards, patterns, best practices

or customized best practices at the enterprise level; re-ingest the old source metadata, perform

analysis against the new requirements, and then fully re-develop the metadata into a new

modern framework within minutes

In typical development, there are long development times, delay’s in revenue generation of new features,

and patchwork solutions due to long coding times.

DXterity8 Value Summary: 

Our intellectual property, DXterity8, allows the developer to move their focus from tedious, repetitive 

and costly coding to a focus on business feature sets and application development at the speed of 

modern business demands. 

• Generated code is readable, accessible and maintainable within the developer platform

• Veracode validation the 1st time; reducing re-work and additional development time

• Message response flexibility utilizing XML and JSON

• Data bases and languages become interfaces to the platform; not independent

standards

• Up To 80% reduction in developer activities and time associated with the related

activities

• Data base transformation – conversion, migration, efficiency – made easy

The benefits to the Software Development Lifecycle and to the Software developers: 

• Significantly affects the construction of the application by up to 80%

• Simplifies modeling of the data sources and scripting the data sources

• Simplifies testing & implementation

• Increases speed to market for projects

• Improves response to business requirements

• Automates 80% of required base code

o Generated code is visible, accessible, commented, consistent, and standardized

• Agile support - code stays in sync with any model changes with no risk of loss of custom

and extended code

• Provides clear standard patterns and well organized generated and extended code

structures

• Allows developers to focus on creative solutions to unique business requirements
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DXterity8 Approach: Our Development Process 

DXterity8 Services Delivery & Development Process: 

Stage I: Business Analysis 

- As is / To be documentation

- Scope and Plan

Stage II: Standardization/Normalization 

- Data Model Analysis: Ingest data model metadata (SQL, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL) or

connect directly to data sources to create abstracted model

o check data source for existing structure errors (normalized, relational, standard),

missing keys, naming convention in-consistencies, etc.

o Other ingestion sources available through customization

- Provide a list of fixes for the data model structure

- Standardize & normalize data model
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Stage III: Solution Generation 

- Re-ingest updated/normalized data model

- Generate foundational code from the updated data model in seconds (.NET, .NET Core, Java)

- Customize/add fields as needed

- Generate a modern REST API, GraphQL, and OData

- Repeat for upgrades – all extended code is saved

Stage IV: Outputs 

- Abstracted Data Model

- Core Source Code and Libraries

- Solution Files

- Web API

- Web UI

- Unit Testing

- Documentation

Deliverables: 

⮚ Produce a fully functioning application 

⮚ Code is visible, accessible, commented, consistent, 
and standardized 

⮚ Agile support, code stays in sync with any model 
changes with no risk to custom development 

⮚ Clear standard patterns and well defined generated 
and extended code structures 

⮚ Developer productivity increases 

Benefits: 

✔ Increasing the speed, quality and stability of development projects; internal business
processes and customer facing applications

✔ Increasing the number of projects launched and completed each year, as well as reducing
backlog

✔ Reducing time and cost to maintain, debug and enhance software

✔ Enhance the integration of legacy applications onto new platforms

✔ Reduces the number of application variations
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Modernization provides you with an enterprise standardized application 

stack capable of fast adaption and continuous development 
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Summary 

DXterity8 Application Development Platform Capabilities 

Data model optimization 

Model (ERD) driven development  

Consumes a model or data source(s) of a legacy application 

Our platform generates a modern solution 

Integration layers & Rest APIs, OData and GraphQL 

Summary of Benefits of DXterity8’s Solution 

Data & application modernization services 

Re-develops complete applications 

Multiple deployment options 

Integration with modern technologies 

Saves time & cost - throughout life cycle 

Manages & mitigates risk 

Our company delivers Application Modernization outcomes through professional 

services engagements. We use our Application Developer Platform, DXterity8 to 

deliver high-quality enterprise-grade software projects. Soon, DXterity8 will be 

offered as a license per developer and through an Enterprise License Agreement 

for large developer organizations. Please visit us at www.DXteritySolutions.com 

to discuss a modernization project or to request a demo or trial of DXterity8.

http://www.dxteritysolutions.com/



